London Evolution Sheet
Use in association with the YouTube clip: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NB5Oz9b84jM

How large is London?

What role has the river played in London's development?

Note down relevant features from these time periods – how have they influenced the present day city of London:
ROMAN TIMES – 410 AD (O’32")

ANGLO SAXON / MEDIEVAL TIMES – 1485 AD (1’27")

TUDOR – 1603 AD (2’23")

STUART – 1713 AD (2’59")
EARLY & LATE GEORGIAN – 1756-1836 AD (3’52”)

EARLY & LATE VICTORIAN – 1900 AD (4’52”)

EARLY 20th CENTURY (5’51”)

POSTWAR PERIOD (6’18”)

TODAY

How are previous ‘layers’ of history made visible in the present day?